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TXJAL DISRIJPTION OF A STAR BY A
SIJPERMASSIVE BLACK HOLE

Pablo Laguna, Wame: A. >Iiller and lVojciech H. Zlxek
Theoretical DivzsiGn, LO.Y.41arno3 ,Vational Laboratory??

Los .Alamos. iVeTu .life~ico 87545. USA

-ABSTRACT

The analysis of stars in galactic nuclei that are captured and tidally ciis-
rupted by a black hole of mzum > 106 M3 requires the inclusion of general rela-
tivistic effects. We present the fit numerical study of tidal breakup of a 1t(;
main sequence star by a 107M3 black hole. Ire use a smoothed particle code
to solve the hydrodynamic equations for a relativistic fluid in a static curved
spacetime geometry to analyze, among other things, the fraction of the debris
captured by the hole and the velocity of fragments escaping the hole.

TRODCCTION

Stellar disruption by tidal forces of superrnassive black holes is one of the
most important unsolved problems in the astrophysics of active galactic nuclei
(AGN ). 1 St udie~ in the 1970s suggested that tidal distortion and disruption of
stars passing nezu m-assive black holes could perhaps be an essential mechanism
for fueling .AGN ,23 However. it was shownz’ that tidal disruption alone could
not achieve the observed lurninosit y b: ~cause it requires such a high concent ra-
tion of stars that collisions among the stars would doml.late the process. When
stellar disruption occurs, part of the debris i- accreted i)y the black hole, result-
ing in a burst of activity. ‘1he remainin material ~may Yrell be ejected at speeds

fmuch larger than the mean velocity o the steila.r system. Stellar disnlption
could also then have important observational ramifications since its signature
r-nay provide direct evidence for the presence of supermawive black holes. 5

\llen a star gets close mough to a black hole, it can no longer be treated
as a point mass particle. There is a characteristic rad us within which the
star becomes subj~ct to tidal distortions and disruption. This tidal radtu.~
(R, ) is defined as the distance where the surface gravit;? of the star equals
the tidal acceleration,2,6 For a I,i.fo star, the tidal radius t; iven by ( R,/R, ) a
0 ~~l(~j/i~~)(I$fh/~,q)-a/3 where R, = ., t~ $fh is the black hole’s SC warzschild radius
with ,tfh its mass, and the parameter q is the strength of the tidal encounter, For
,tfh > l~”itf,~, R, < 37R, . Encounters of stars in this regime tire close enough to
rhe hole that Newtonian approximate ions are inadequate. Black holes with ?,Ik >
[N .\Io have R, c R,, The star ets swailowed before being disrupted, Therefore,
there is a window ~106- 11(PM,3 where the analy~is of tidal stc llar disruption by
black holes requires a general relativistic numerical simulation, \3ur goal is then
to provide enotgh features of stellar disruptions by ~~lpcmrmssiv~ black holes
in ~upport of a possible observation. To this end, we are arm!yzing in detail
what happens to the gaa after the star has been dim~lpted, nt.rrvly, amount of
matm-ial ejected and accreted, and the dumt ion of the mays -accret ion phase.
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Fig. 1: (a) Trajectory of the star’s center of m=s. (b) The star’s initial
configuration.
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Fig. 2i Projection of the star in the XZ-pkne (right cdum.n), mri I)H r~:I
orbital XY. phne (left column )4
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in the local comoving tkne of the thud F(J a global lah~ratory fI.Lm~, Our
conl~mter pro

r
has wwiable smoot!.ing !ength, seccnd order time inte:ra-

“ion, fluid se -gravity and artifi~ial viscosity .\ fuadament al requirement of
any SPH algorithm is that of finding all particles within the smoothing Ienqh
of the kernel. JVe have implemented a suitable method for 3–dimerxional prob-
lems that uses a data structure called an oct-tree.) Ths oct-tree data stmcture
collects particles into cubical regions called cells. This algorithm is naturally
sti table for massively parallei machines. We have tested our code by simul: cirq
(1) shock tubes. and (2) relativistic Bondi collapse of a fluid onto a black hole.
To avoid coordinate complications in the spacetime geoxretry, we calculate the
stellar disruption in the rest kzne of the black hole.

DISCUSSION

We present preliminary results from a 1.\f,:,star tidally disn.lpteclby a 107M;
black hole with tidal strength q = 1. W’e me a 7000 particle polytropic model of
a sta- with r = 5/3.The tidal radius & for a black hole of this mass is - am.
The evolution begins with the star 3R, away from the black hole in a parabolic
orbit. The distance of closest approach was O.W. As the star approaches the
black hole. tidal forces compress the star towards the plane of the orbit. On
the o. her hand, since each particle on the star tries to follow an independent
Keplerian orbit, the star acquir= a pencil-like structure in the piane of the
orbit. The star is extended in the directions determined by the tidal forces by
a factor of -- ~ at the moment of cl-t approach and compressed by a factor
of - s in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the crblt. Fi~. 1 show the
trajectory followed by the center of mass of the star and its initial configuration.
After the first encounter, the star becomes bound to the hole in an elliptic orbit
due to the low of total orbital energy that gets trmsfened to internal energy
of the star. Fiqa. 2 are snapshots of projections of the Star perpendicular tII

and on the orbital plane. As predicted by Carter and Lwninet,’O we obsem-e
an increase on the central density. We also find that a considerable portion of
the debris remains boun&d to the hole. and the rest is ejected with velocit iea
of - 5000~m/s. Detailed quantitative results of the amount o{ accreted material
and dist ribut ion of velocities of debris ejected will be given ●lsewhere. 7 We are
cumently studying tidal disruption of stars by Kem (rotating) black holes: we
are interesting in analyzing the effects on the stellar orbit relative ro the black
hole spin mtis.
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